TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE

1/4 corner common to sections 25 and 36 T.2S..R.10W..W.M.

I found a 3/4" iron pipe 5' long with a 3" Crown Zellerbach brass cap 36" high in pile of logs. I sawed the logs out and lowered the cap to approximately 4" above the ground and encased in a 10" concrete cylinder. (See Tillamook County Surveyors rewriness book 3 page 301).

History of found Monument

I found this monument to be as reported on the above said rewriness, and the accessories found and/or set at that time to now be as follows:

Original 14" apruce N.88*E. 58 lks., reported as found rotting atump scribed "BT"; (Found, now an uprooted, rotten, approximately 12" diameter stump remains).

Original 12" apruce S.10*W. 57 lks., reported as found rotting atump scribed "BT"; (Found, remains of now rotten approximately 8" diameter stump leaning NW, scribing "1/4S BT" still visible).

16" fir N.39*E. 41.8'; (Found, now 19" stump 4' high, scribing visible on partially healed, rotten face. Found yellow "do not cut" tag attached).

14" fir S.75*W. 23.7'; (Found, now 20" stump 5' high, face overgrown. Found yellow do not cut tag attached).

* Indicates yellow Tillamook County corner tag affixed.

Surveys and rewrinesses of reference:

A-165 1918 G. E. Davis Deputy County Surveyor
B-737 1976 Carl F. Foeate L.S.849
B-738 1976 Carl F. Foeate L.S.849
Field notebook "P16" page 47 1915 C.A. Dunn.

Monument Location

This corner is located approximately 300' West of an old landing on the NW edge of a small creek course N.55*E. Creek is full of down logs. Area has been clear cut 5-10 years ago.

In the presence of Dan McNutt & Al Dvorak

September 13, 1990